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Saint-Cyr l’Ecole, France - Proengin, a renowned innovator in the field of chemical 
threat detection, is delighted to announce a significant order from the Swedish 
Defence Materiel Administration “FMV” for its state-of-the-art solution, the AP4C and 
S4PF. This achievement was made possible through our valued partner, CBRN 
Products. 
The trust placed by FMV in Proengin reinforces our commitment to delivering cutting-
edge technology for universal chemical threat detection. The AP4C, in combination 
with the S4PF, stands as the only solution in the market that offers a comprehensive 
detect-to-protect-to-detect-to-decontaminate approach against chemical threats in all 
their forms - be it gas. liquid. powder, or aerosols. 
 
"We are honored that FMV has chosen Proengin as their provider chemical threat 
detections solutions," says Emmanuel Delsart, Vice President of Sales and Marketing 
at Proengin. "This significant order exemplifies the trust and confidence FMV has in 
our solutions, further solidifying our position as a leader in the industry." 
 
The AP4C and S4PF solution's unmatched capabilities ensure the highest level of 
security for both military and civilian applications. With this order, Proengin continues 
to demonstrate its unwavering commitment to providing state-of-the-art technology for 
chemical threat detection. This noteworthy achievement is a testament to the 
dedication and expertise of the entire Proengin team, who work tirelessly to develop 
cutting-edge solutions that meet the evolving needs of our customers. 
 
About PROENGIN: 
Proengin is a technology leader, serving military and civilian customers worldwide with 
CBRNe threat management solutions and services. Proengin's solutions respond to 
the current context of growing threats, the return of high-intensity conflicts, and 
growing industrial risks with increasingly numerous and diversified chemical agents 
(4th generation chemical agents, pharmaceutical derivatives, etc.). For many years, 
Proengin solutions have been used in all areas of military operations by teams 
dedicated to CBRN threats as well as first responder teams (hazmat, EMS, law 
enforcement) responding to industrial incidents such as the Lubrizol industrial 
chemical disaster in 2019 (France). Proengin system solutions also protect critical and 
sensitive infrastructure, such as the new Frégate de défense et d’intervention (FDI) 
and European Council headquarters. 
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